We prove comparison results between viscosity sub and supersolutions of degenerate elliptic and parabolic equations associated to, possibly nonlinear, Neumann boundary conditions. These results are obtained under more general assumptions on the equation (in particular the dependence in the gradient of the solution) and they allow applications to quasilinear, possibly singular, elliptic or parabolic equations. One of the main applications is the extension of the so-called level set approach for equations set in bounded domains with nonlinear Neumann boundary conditions. In such a framework, the level set approach provides a weak notion for the motion of hypersurfaces with curvature dependent velocities and a prescribed contact angle at the boundary.
Introduction
The aim of this article is to provide comparison results for viscosity solutions of fully nonlinear elliptic and parabolic equations associated with nonlinear Neumann boundary conditions. Such types of problems have already been considered by Ishii 16] and the author 1] but, for reasons we will explain later, the results of 16] and 1] do not apply to the quasilinear equations we are interested in and our main motivation is to extend the results of 1], in particular, to these equations.
Our rst motivation comes from standard quasilinear elliptic equations that we write in non-divergence form ?Tr A(x; Du)D 2 u + H(x; u; Du) = 0 in ; (1) where is, say, a smooth bounded open subset of IR N and A, H are continuous functions de ned respectively on IR N and IR IR N and taking values respectively in the space of N N-matrices and in IR. The solution u is a scalar function and Du and D 2 u denote respectively its gradient and Hessian matrix. More speci c assumptions on , A and H will be given later on, but we already point out that a key property that the function A has to satisfy is the following ellipticity condition: for any x 2 and p; q 2 IR N , we have A(x; p)0 : (2) Such type of quasilinear elliptic equations have been extensively studied in the literature in the uniformly elliptic case i.e. when, in (2), \ 0" is replaced by \ jqj 2 " for some > 0. We refer the reader to the books of Gilbarg and Trudinger 13] and Ladyzhenskaya and Ural'tseva 17] for a wide presentation of the results which are known in this direction.
But since we do not assume that the equation (1) is uniformly elliptic (notice that A 0 is not excluded!), we can not expect, in general, the existence of classical solutions, and this for any kind of boundary conditions which are associated to (1) . A notion of weak solution is therefore required and it turns out that the notion of viscosity solutions introduced by Crandall and Lions 7] is, in fact, the right notion of weak solutions to deal with such equations and we will use it throughout this article.
For a modern presentation of this notion of solutions, we refer the reader to the \Users'guide" of Crandall, Ishii and Lions 8] and to the book of Fleming and Soner 10] . We only recall here that the notion of viscosity solution is a notion of weak solutions for fully nonlinear second-order, possibly degenerate, elliptic equations i.e.
F(x; u; Du; D 2 u) = 0 in ; (3) where F is a real-valued continuous function de ned on IR IR N S N where S N is the space of N N symmetric matrices. The (degenerate) ellipticity of the equation is expressed in the following condition that we always assume to be satis ed by F F(x; u; p; M) F(x; u; p; N) if M N ;
for any x 2 , u 2 IR, p 2 IR N , M; N 2 S N , where \ " stands for the usual partial ordering on symmetric matrices. One of the main contribution of the notion of viscosity solution was to lead to the right formulation of the boundary conditions for nonlinear degenerate elliptic pdes. Indeed the degeneracy of the equation does not allow these boundary conditions to be satis ed in the (more or less) classical sense and they have to be relaxed in a way we are going to explain now.
In this article we consider fully nonlinear Neumann boundary conditions which read L(x; u; Du) = 0 on @ ; where ( ) is a Lipschitz continuous function on @ such that j (x)j < 1.
As we mention it above, these boundary conditions have to be relaxed and, in the case of (3), they have to be read in the viscosity sense as min F(x; u; Du; D 2 u); L(x; u; Du) 0 on @ ; (5) and max F(x; u; Du; D 2 u); L(x; u; Du) 0 on @ : (6) Roughly speaking, these relaxed conditions mean that the equation holds up to the boundary if the Neumann boundary conditions does not hold in the classical sense. We refer again the reader to the above mentioned references on viscosity solutions for a more complete presentation of this formulation of boundary conditions in the viscosity sense which was rst introduced by Lions 18] ; to justify it, we just precise that these generalized boundary conditions appear naturally when passing to the limit in the vanishing viscosity method.
Before describing our comparison results for such problems and their applications to quasilinear equation, we present our second motivation which still concerns quasilinear equations but of a more singular type. A typical example is the parabolic equation @u @t ? u + (D 2 uDujDu) jDuj 2 = 0 in (0; 1) :
This so-called Mean Curvature Equation was rst studied by Evans and Spruck 9] when = IR N . The interest of this equation comes from its connections with motion by mean curvature. More precisely, as long as the 0{level set ? t := fu( ; t) = 0g of the solution u remains a smooth hypersurface then it moves by mean curvature (this property being also satis ed by any level set of u). In 9] , Evans and Spruck show that (7) can be solved for any uniformly continuous initial data u 0 and give that way a weak sense to the motion of non-smooth sets by mean curvature; this is known as being the \level set approach". We recall that such kind of ideas were rst introduced for numerical computations by Osher and Sethian 19] and that the work of Evans and Spruck 9] (which was the rst theoretical work in this dierction) was extended to more general type of motions by Chen, Giga and Goto 6]. The main advantage of this approach is to provide a weak formulation for these motions past the development of singularities. Our motivation here is to extend this level set approach to problems set in bounded (or unbounded) domains of IR N with nonlinear Neumann boundary. In this direction, the case of homogeneous (linear) Neumann boundary condition is already treated by Giga and Sato 12] . In order to extend the level set approach to the nonlinear case, a natural condition that the function L has to satisfy is the following The function L is independent of u, homogeneous of degree 1 in p and there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for any x; y 2 , p; q 2 IR N (H2- 2) jL(x; p) ? L(y; q)j C (jpj + jqj) jx ? yj + jp ? qj] .
If this \geometric" condition holds, the problem (for example equation (7) + boundary condition) is invariant by change of unknown function u ! (u), where : IR ! IR is a C 2 {function such that 0 > 0 on IR. This invariance is a key stone in this approach (See also De nition 4.1).
In this paper, we are essentially able to extend the result of 1] with suitable conditions on F both in the standard quasilinear case i.e. when F is assumed to be continuous and in the singular case where F may present a discontinuity for Du = 0 like the mean curvature equation above. The only di erence with 1] is that in both cases we have to assume that the function L is locally Lipschitz continuous and not only uniformly continuous.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state and prove the two main comparison results for the standard and singular case. The proofs of these results rely on the construction of a suitable test-function : this construction is done in the Appendix. In Section 3, we provide extensions to time-dependent problems; a new feature here is that, in addition to the classical boundary condition (4), we have also to examine boundary condition of the following form @u @t + L(x; t; u; Du) = 0 on @ (0; T) ; (8) where T > 0. But, for reasons we will explain in Section 3, we are only able to obtain results for (8) under rather restrictive assumptions both on L and F, and only in the non-singular case. Section 4 is devoted to describe the applications of these results and in particular the extension of the level set approach to the case of equations set in bounded domains with nonlinear Neumann boundary conditions; this level set approach provides a weak notion for the evolution of hypersurfaces with curvature dependent velocities and with a prescribed boundary contact angle conditions. We refer the reader to the article of Guan 14] and references therein for results related to this kind of evolution problems but we point out that all these works are only concerned with the evolution of graphs by mean curvature and not with the motions of general hypersurfaces with general curvature dependent velocities.
The comparison results
We rst consider the standard case : this means in particular that the nonlinearity F is assumed to be continuous. (9) jp ? qj K "(1 + jpj^jqj) (10) jx ? yj K ": (3)- (5) and v a lower semi-continuous supersolution of (3)-(6) then u v on :
In the singular case that we consider now, the nonlinearity F can not be assumed to be continuous anymore. We will denote respectively by F and F the upper and lower semi-continuous envelopes of F and we reduce the possible discontinuities of F in the following way (12) jp ? qj K"(jpj^jqj) (13) jx ? yj K ": (14) Our result is the following A(x; p) = (x; p) T (x; p) ; where T (x; p) denotes the adjoint matrix of (x; p), and which satis es: there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for almost all x 2 and p 2 IR N jD x (x; p)j C and jD p (x; p)j C 1 + jpj : (15) On an other hand, on the function H, in order to have both (H4) and (H5-1)
to be satis ed, we have to make the following classical assumption : H is locally Lipschitz continuous on IR IR N and, for any R > 0, there exists constants R ; C R > 0 such that, for almost all x 2 , juj R and p 2 IR N , one has jD x H(x; u; p)j C R (1 + jpj) ; D u H(x; u; p) R and jD p H(x; u; p)j C R :
Of course, these properties of H can be a bit relaxed by introducing suitable modulus of continuity of H in x and p and a growth condition in u as it is classical in viscosity solutions' theory.
The assumption (H5-2) can be checked with essentially the same properties of A and H, except the assumptions on which have to be modi ed in the following way : is a bounded function, possibly discontinuous at p = 0, and which is locally Lipschitz continuous in IR N nf0g with jD x (x; p)j C and jD p (x; p)j C jpj ; (16) for almost every x 2 and p 2 IR N nf0g. In the two examples we give above, both in the standard and the singular case, the corresponding set of conditions (in particular (15) or (16) and, as a consequence of (39) and (40) F( x; u( x); p; X) 0 and F(y; v(y); q; Y ) 0 : (17) In order to conclude, we rst subtract these two last inequalities and write the result under the following form F( x; u( x); p; X) ? F( x; v(y); p; X) F(y; v(y); q; Y ) ? F( x; v(y); p; X) : (18) The aim is now to show that we can apply (H5-1) to the right-hand side of (18) . To do so, we rst choose = " 2 in the matrices inequality above and because of (38), we get the right estimate for the matrices X and Y .
On an another hand, the di erence jp ? qj is estimated in the following way : using (36), (37) and the fact that j x ? yj = o("), we have for " small enough jp ? qj = jD x ;" ( x; y) + D y ;" ( x; y)j K j x ? yj 2
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we denote by ( x; y) a maximum point of ;"; and in the same way we have j x ? yj = o("). The rst thing we have to do is to examine the cases when x 2 @ and y 2 @ . If x 2 @ , using (H1) and the fact that L is homogeneous of degree 1 together with (39), we have for " small enough L ( x; D x ;"; ( x; y)) > 0 ( ;" ( x; y))L ( x; D x ;" ( x; y)) > 0 :
And an analogous property holds for y. This means that the viscosity inequalities F 0 and F 0 hold for u and v respectively. Then the next step consists in letting tends to 0, keeping and " xed : there is no di culty since the rst and second derivatives of ;"; remain bounded; the conclusion is that there exists two points in still denoted by x; y and, for any > 0, (p; X) 2 D (19) It is also worth mentioning since we will use it later on that these viscosity inequalities hold also if we replace X by D 2 xx ;";0 ( x; y) and Y by ?D 2 yy ;";0 ( x; y) since, in fact, ( x; y) is a maximum point of ;";0 ).
In order to conclude, the main di erence with the proof of Theorem 2.1 comes the singularity at p = 0 or q = 0 which, of course, interferes with the estimate of jp ? qj. We argue in the following way : for a xed , we consider a rst case in which, for " small enough, we have
where K is the constant which appears in Lemma 5.1 and in particular in (36).
The main consequence of this property being that, because of (36) and for " small enough 2K jpj^jqj :
Using this together with (36), (37) and the fact that j x ? yj = o("), we have, again for " small enough jp ? qj 0 ( ;" ( x; y)) jD x ;" ( x; y) + D y ;" ( x; y)j K 0 ( ;" ( x; y)) j x ? yj 2
where we have used also that 0 ( ;" ( x; y)) ! 0 as " ! 0. This estimates and the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 allows to conclude in this case by using (H5-2) if is chosen small enough.
The second case is when along a subsequence we have j x ? yj " 2 2K 2 : The rst consequence of this property being this time that, again because of (36) jpj + jqj 2K 0 ( ;" ( x; y)) = o(1) :
But it is also easy to see that 
where u 0 2 C( ), and with a nonlinear Neumann boundary condition. The new point here is that we may take in account two di erent type of boundary conditions : in view of the preceeding section, the most natural one can be written as L(x; t; u; Du) = 0 on @ (0; T) ; (22) but we may also have boundary conditions involving u t , in particular u t + L(x; t; u; Du) = 0 on @ (0; T) ; (23) where as in the introduction L is a continuous function satisfying suitable properties.
We rst consider the case of (22). In order to avoid rewriting the complete set of assumptions, we will say, by convention, that L or F satis es the assumption (H'i) if, for any t, L( ; t; ; ) or F( ; t; ; ; ) satisfy (Hi) with a constants or a function independent of t. Moreover in (H4) we may have R 2 IR, non necessarely nonnegative. The only di erence is in (H'2-i) where we add that L is locally Lipschitz continuous in t for every x 2 @ , u 2 IR, p 2 IR N and for any R > 0, there exists a constant C R > 0 such that, for all x 2 @ , 0 t; s < T, ?R u R, p; q 2 IR N , one has jL(x; t; u; p) ? L(x; s; u; p)j C R (1 + jpj _ jqj) jt ? sj :
Our result is the Theorem 3.1 : We assume that satis es (H3), that u 0 2 C( ) and let u, v be respectively a bounded upper semi-continuous subsolution and a bounded lower semi-continuous supersolution of (20)- (21) Sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.1 : We leave most of the proof of Theorem 3.1 to the reader since it is essentially a routine adaptation of the arguments given in the previous section and in the Appendix. We just give few indications to make this claim being really true! Of course, the rst di erence is the change of functionũ = exp(?Kt)u and v = exp(?Kt)v for K > 0 large enough in order to take care of the fact that (H'4) holds with R 2 IR (and not with R > 0). This changes preserves the assumptions on L and F and one can combine the arguments of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 with the classical arguments used to treat parabolic problems to perform the proof. It can easily be seen that the variable t plays only the role of a parameter and this is why the proof is only a routine adaptation of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 or 2.2.
The only non routine argument is for showing that one has u(x; 0) u 0 (x) v(x; 0) on ;
the di culty being of course for points of @ because of the interaction with the Neumann boundary conditions. The test-function used to prove the comparison results plays also a central role here.
Remark 3.1 : the assumption (24) that we add in (H'2-i) is used in the construction of the test-function and more particularly in the regularization of the function C we introduce in the Appendix; indeed, despite the above proof is done without doubling the t variable, such a property is necessary in order to have the right estimate on the derivative in t of the function which is the analogue of the function C " build in the Appendix.
In the case of (23), we have the following result Theorem 3.2 : We assume that satis es (H3) and that u 0 2 C( ). Let u be a bounded upper semi-continuous subsolution of (20)- (21)- (23) and let v be a bounded lower semi-continuous supersolution of (20)- (21) Sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.2 : The rst step is to prove (26) which is easier here because of the dependence in @u @t of the boundary condition. The most classical arguments can be applied without any additional di culties.
Then we have to build the test-function; in order to do it, we argue as in the Appendix introducing the solution C of a + L(x; u; p + C(x; u; a; p)n(x)) = 0 :
Then, following readily the arguments of the Appendix and of 1], we obtain a sequence (C ) of functions which are extensions and regularisations of the function C.
The test-function is then given for ; "; ; > 0 small enough by The main point is to rst argue by xing and then ; the parameter has just to be small enough in order to full ll the conditions of the analogue of Lemma 5.2 and it has also to be small compared to . Then there is no di erence with the proof of Theorem 2.1 except that the role of the termK 2 " is now played by the (t + s) term and this simpli es a bit the test-function.
Applications
We rst give an existence result We omit the proof since it is a straightforward consequence of the Perron's method adapted in the framework of viscosity solutions by H. Ishii 15] . We just remark that since the asumptions of Theorem 3.1 (or Theorem 3.2) hold, we have u(x; t) u(x; t) on 0; T) :
We have to assume the existence of u and u since, in (H'4), R may be nonpositive. On the contrary, if we assume that R 0 for any R > 0, then the existence of such sub and supersolution can easily be established. Indeed, for x 2 and t 2 0; T), we set u(x; t) = ?M + Kd(x) ? Ct and u(x; t) = ?u(x; t) ;
for some constants M; K; C > 0 and where d denotes a function which agrees with the distance to the boundary in a neighborhood of @ and which is in W 3;1 ( ).
In order to ensure that u and u are actually the sub and supersolutions we are looking for, we rst choose K > 0 large enough in order to full ll the Neumann boundary condition (for any C > 0 in the case of (23)), then C and M are chosen respectively in order to have the right inequality for the equation and to have u(x; 0) u 0 (x) u(x; 0) on :
Now we turn to the extension of the level set approach to problems set in bounded domains with Neumann boundary conditions. We rst recall that this approach was rst introduced by Evans and Spruck 9] for de ning a weak notion of motion by mean curvature without constraints i.e. in IR N and then extended to more general types of motions by Chen, Giga and Goto 6] (See also Giga, Goto, Ishii and Sato 11]).
We consider here fully non-linear degenerate parabolic pdes of the following form @u @t + F(x; t; Du; D 2 u) = 0 in (0; +1) ; fu(:; t) > 0g = fv(:; t) > 0g = O t ; fu(:; t) < 0g = fv(:; t) < 0g; fu(:; t) = 0g = fv(:; t) = 0g = ? t :
for any t > 0 .
This result justify the term \equation of geometrical type" since the evolution of the level set ? 0 ! ? t depends only on F and on the \signs" of the initial data in the di erent regions (which give a sense to the expressions \inside ? 0 " and \outside ? 0 ") but not really on the choice of the initial data. In this level set approach, a well-known di culty is the so-called \non-empty interior di culty" : indeed, the subsets ? t are expected to be hypersurfaces of IR N but as they are just de ned as being the 0{level set of a continuous function, they do enjoy, in general, regularity properties. Moreover they may have a non-empty interior, a fact which is known to be related in IR N to the nonuniqueness features which appears when considering the motions of hypersurfaces with di erent types of weak formulations (distance function approach, phase elds approach or weak geometrical formulation...). We refer the reader to Barles, Soner and Souganidis 4] where these questions are discussed and from which the following result is inspired. The proof of this result is exactly the same as the one given in 4] and therefore we skip it. We turn to the Proof of Theorem 4.2 : We just sketch the proof since it is only an easy adaptation of the argument given in 6]. We provide it only for the convenience of the reader.
Firstly, the part (i) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1. Indeed, since F does not depends on u, the construction of the sub and supersolutions can be done as we indicate above.
For (ii), we follow readily 6] by considering the functions and given by (t) = inf fv 0 (y)jt u 0 (y)g and (t) = sup fv 0 (y)jt u 0 (y)g:
and are two increasing functions respectively lower semi-continuous and upper semicontinuous, built in such a way to have
Moreover, since is bounded and since u 0 ; v 0 2 C( ), the functions and are in fact continuous at 0 and (0) = (0) = 0. By standard regularisation arguments, one can build two sequences of increasing C 2 functions ( n ) n and ( n ) n such that = sup n n and = inf n n : Now, as we mention it above, the key point in our proof is that (31) implies that (28) is invariant by non decreasing changes and therefore n (u) and n (u) are solutions of (28) and since (32) holds then, by using Theorem 3.1, we get n (u) v n (u) in IR N (0; +1):
Letting n ! +1, one concludes easily since (t) > 0 if t > 0 and (t) < 0 if t < 0 :
Now we present the most classical examples of pdes of geometrical types which were considered in IR N and of Neumann boundary conditions which can be associated to them in the level set approach. 
which is related to motion by mean curvature (cf. 9]). Here these equations have to be consider to gether with Neumann boundary conditions among which we have the classical homogeneous Neumann boundary condition @u @n = 0 on @ (0; +1) ; which were already consider together with pdes of geometrical type by Giga and Sato 12] , the oblique derivative boundary condition Du (x; t) = 0 sur @ (0; +1) ; where is a Lipschitz continuous function on @ (0; +1) such that (x; t):n(x) > 0 on @ (0; +1) and nally the capillarity type boundary conditions @u @n = (x; t)jDuj on @ (0; +1) ; where < 1 is a Lipschitz continuous function on @ (0; +1).
Intuitively, each of these boundary conditions imposes a contact angle condition on the level set when they touch the boundary @ . But, as for the equation inside, this has to be understood in a weak sense since losses of boundary conditions may occur. In fact, the geometrical interpretation of the level set approach is not as simple as it seems at rst glance as we will see in the example we describe now.
We set = fx 2 IR N ; 1 jxj 2g and we consider (34) in this domain together with one of the nonlinear Neumann boundary conditions we mention above and with an initial data of the form u 0 (x) = 0 (jxj 2 ) on :
In order to compute explicitly the solution, we set s = jxj 2 and we look for a solution of the form u(x; t) = (s; t). An here an example where the non empty interior di culty for the 0 (4){level set of u.
On @ in = fx 2 IR N ; jxj = 1g, the equation holds up to the boundary, a natural fact because of the connections with the transport equation above; indeed, since the characteristics are entering the domain for s = 1, the equation for holds up to the s = 1 part of the boundary. According to the chapter 14 of 13], this is not surprising to see losses of boundary condition occuring on this part of the boundary since, at least formally, the boundary curvature conditions allows such phenomena. This example may be seen as being rather exotic since none of the level set of the initial data satis es a contact angle condition but it suggests two remarks : the rst one is that, contrarily to what may be (perhaps) thought, the level sets disappear as soon as they touch @ in and they are not re ected by this boundary as it can be expected with such a Neumann boundary condition.
The second remark concerns the development of an interior for the 0 (4){ level set of u. We rst notice that u is still the unique viscosity solution of the boundary value problem obtained by replacing on @ out the Neumann boundary condition by the Dirichlet boundary condition u(x; t) = 0 (4) on @ out (0; +1) :
Indeed, such a boundary condition can be imposed (in a strong sense) on this part of the boundary because the boundary curvature conditions do not allow, this time, loss of boundary data. As a consequence, it can be proved easily that this new problem has a unique viscosity solution and this solution is clearly u.
Let us consider for simplicity the case when 0 (s) = s for s 2 1; 4]. The non-empty interior for the level set fx 2 ; u( ; t) = 4g is a consequence of two (apparently) incompatible properties : on one hand, we have a priori for the geometrical motion of the level sets a striking instability property since the Dirichlet boundary condition imposes that ? t := fx 2 ; u( ; t) = 4g has to be (or at least to contain) @ out while all the level sets ? " t := fx 2 ; u( ; t) = 4?"g, for " small enough, moves by mean curvature as if they were in IR N . On an other hand, the level set approach imposes, through the continuity of the viscosity solution u, some kind of stability property; indeed, if x " 2 ? " t for " small enough and if x " ! x then x 2 ? t .
The development of an interior is necessary to reconcile these contradictory properties. In IR N , similar remarks were already connecting the development of an interior, the non-uniqueness properties for the motions when using di erent type of weak formulation (distance function approach, phase eld approach or geometrical formulation) and the instability properties of such motions (see for example 4]); it can be seen here that, in bounded domains, boundary conditions will be an other source of instability and therefore of developments of interiors in the level set approach.
5 Appendix : the construction of the test-function.
In this Appendix, we construct the test-function which is used in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We recall again that this construction follows and improves the ideas introduced in 1].
In the sequel, K will denote a nonnegative constant which may vary from line to line but which depends only on the data of the problem and is independent of the small parameters we are going to introduce.
Our result is the following 
Proof : As we mention above, the proof follows essentially the arguments already used in 1]; however it requires some additional arguments and more careful estimates. For these reasons, we are going to detail only the di erences with the proof of 1]. In order to emphasize the main points, we perform the proof in several steps . The regularity assumption on implies the existence of an IR N {neighborhood V of @ such that d, the sign-distance function to @ which is positive in and negative in c , is in W 3;1 (V). We still denote by d a function which is in W 3;1 (IR N ), which agrees with d in a neighborhood V 1 V. We may assume without loss of generality that jDd(x)j 1 in IR N and that Dd has a compact support in V. We will denote below n(x) = ?Dd(x) even if x is not on @ . In order to slightly simplify the proof, we argue below as if n were a C 2 {function but a careful reading of our proof shows that only the L 1 {norm of D 2 n is really playing a role and therefore a complete rigourous proof can be written by adding a suitable regularisation argument.
Step 1 : the function C and its regularization.
Since the test-function we are going to build will be used for comparing the bounded viscosity sub and supersolution u and v, it is clear that only the properties of L on @ ?R; R] IR N where R = max(jjujj 1 ; jjvjj 1 ) are really playing a role in the proof. Therefore, we may drop the dependence in R of the constants which appear in particular in (H1) and (H2-1) or (H2-2).
We may extend the function L(x; u; p) for x in a neighborhood W V 1 and we may assume that (H1) and (H2 -1) jD xp C (x; u; p)j ; jD xu C (x; u; p)j K ? ; jD uu C (x; u; p)j ; jD up C (x; u; p)j; jD pp C (x; u; p)j K :
We use below in an essential way these functions C with a suitable choice of .
Step 2 : The dependence in u of the boundary condition.
In the construction of the test-function, a di culty comes here from the dependence in u of L or equivalently of C and this, because of the lack of localization arguments. This di culty is solved by the 
But since u( x) ? v( x) = M, x 2 F and from (41), we have
which contradicts (42) and the proof is complete.
Step 3 : The test-function.
For ; " > 0 small enough, we introduce the function ;" de ned by 
" 2 +K 2 "n(x) ; where ( ) = x+y 2 ; x+y 2 ; p . In the sequel, we denote by K a constant which may depend onK 1 while K denotes a constant which is independent ofK 1 Then we x these constants and if A is chosen large enough, it is clear that we have (39).
Step 4 : Estimates on the rst-derivatives of ;" .
All the estimates we are going to obtain below are valid if, on one hand, jx ? yj " and if, on an other hand, " is small enough. In all the computations below, we will assume that we are in this case without pointing it out all the time. In order to slightly simplify the tedious computations required to prove the estimates of the rst-and second-order derivatives of ;" , we remark that ;" As a consequence of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we deduce from that jD x ;" (x; y) ? D y ;" (x; y))j K ?1 jx ? yj " 2 ? K " jx ? yj :
The upper estimate is obtained similarly and gathering this with (37), one obtains easily all the announced estimates on the rst derivatives of ;" .
Step 5 : Estimates on the second-order derivatives of ;"
It is easy to see that we have the right-estimate for D The only problems to prove these estimates come of course, from the C ;" term and more speci cally from the second derivatives of the function C ;" . We estimate these derivatives.
Because of (43) XX ;" , D 2 XT ;" and D 2 T T ;" . Using these properties on the derivatives of C ;" , tedious but straightforward computations show that we have the announced estimate for D 2 ;" . And the proof is complete.
